5 t/m 8 juni

Adjusted traffic situation
Maaiveld Verdiept Maaiveld

Friday 5 up to and including Monday 8 June:
Beneluxbaan towards Amsterdam and SportlaanEast closed
During this weekend, we will connect the eastern side of the
new Beneluxbaan to the current one, and we will make a start
with the eastern connection to the roundabout. Beneluxbaan
towards Amsterdam, the intersection and Sportlaan-East (up to
Alpen Rondweg) will be closed. Traffic from Uithoorn towards
Amsterdam will be diverted via Gondel and Groenelaan. Local
traffic will be diverted in the immediate area. Pedestrians
and cyclists (holding their bikes) can use the intersection.
For cyclists, the diversion via Marne will still apply. After this
weekend ongoing traffic towards Amsterdam will be using the
lowered concrete construction for the first time.
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Monday 8 June up to and including Friday 3 July:
various closures at Sportlaan-East
During these four weeks, we will be working on the eastern side of
the roundabout. For this, we will have to close the ground-level lanes
of Beneluxbaan, as well as Sportlaan-East (up to Alpen Rondweg)
and the intersection. Local traffic will be diverted in the immediate
area. Ongoing traffic towards Amsterdam will use the lowered
concrete construction. Yet again, pedestrians and cyclists (holding
their bikes) can use the intersection, and the diversion for cyclists via
Marne will still apply.
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Friday 3 up to and including Monday 6 July:
Beneluxbaan towards Uithoorn and SportlaanWest closed
During this weekend, we will connect the western side of the
new Beneluxbaan to the current one, and we will make a start
with the western connection to the roundabout. Beneluxbaan
towards Uithoorn, the intersection and Sportlaan-West
(up to Dr. Alphons Ariënsstraat) will be closed. Traffic from
Amsterdam towards Uithoorn and local traffic will be diverted
in the immediate area. Pedestrians and cyclists (holding their
bikes) can use the intersection. For cyclists, the diversion via
Marne will still apply.
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Monday 6 up to and including Friday 31 July:
various closures at Sportlaan-West
During these four weeks, we will be working on the western side
of the roundabout. For this, we will have to close the ground-level
lanes of Beneluxbaan, as well as Sportlaan-West (up to Dr. Alphons
Ariënsstraat) and the intersection. Local traffic will be diverted in
the immediate area. Ongoing traffic towards Uithoorn will use the
lowered concrete construction for the first time. Pedestrians and
cyclists (holding their bikes) can use the intersection, and once
more the diversion for cyclists via Marne will apply. The cycle lane
between the International School and Beneluxbaan will be closed.
Cyclists will be diverted via Peter Postbaan. After this period, we
will reconstruct the cycle lanes alongside Beneluxbaan. This will
be ready in August. Public transport users will be able to use the
new Sportlaan stop from late 2020.
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